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Abstract 
Electronic focal plane arrays (FPA) such as CMOS and CCD sensors have 
dramatically improved to the point that digital cameras have essentially phased out film 
(except in very niche applications such as hobby photography and cinema).  However, 
the traditional method of mating a single lens assembly to a single detector plane, as 
required for film cameras, is still the dominant design used in cameras today.  The use of 
electronic sensors and their ability to capture digital signals that can be processed and 
manipulated post acquisition offers much more freedom of design at system levels and 
opens up many interesting possibilities for the next generation of computational 
imaging systems. 
The AWARE gigapixel scale camera is one such computational imaging system.  
By utilizing a multiscale optical design, in which a large aperture objective lens is mated 
with an array of smaller, well corrected relay lenses, we are able to build an optically 
simple system that is capable of capturing gigapixel scale images via post acquisition 
stitching of the individual pictures from the array.  Properly shaping the array of digital 
cameras allows us to form an effectively continuous focal surface using off the shelf 
(OTS) flat sensor technology. 
This dissertation details developments and physical implementations of the 
AWARE system architecture.    It illustrates the optomechanical design principles and 
  
v 
system integration strategies we have developed through the course of the project by 
summarizing the results of the two design phases for AWARE: AWARE-2 and AWARE-
10.  These systems represent significant advancements in the pursuit of scalable, 
commercially viable snapshot gigapixel imaging systems and should serve as a 
foundation for future development of such systems. 
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1. Introduction  
 The maximum attainable resolution of traditional single aperture imaging 
systems is mainly determined by either the geometric aberrations or diffraction limit of 
the optical components.  An efficiently designed camera matches the resolution set by 
the optics to the resolution of the FPA.  From this perspective, a multi-gigapixel camera 
requires optics that can effectively resolve billions of image points and a sensor able to 
acquire each data point.  However, as shown by Lohmann [1], optical size and 
complexity tend to increase with the space-bandwidth product of the system due to 
scale dependent geometric aberrations.  In addition, individual gigapixel sensors are 
currently unavailable.  Therefore, a monolithic camera capable of imaging several 
gigapixels has been so far impractical.  Currently existing and soon to exist gigapixel 
capable systems such as the Pan-STARRS survey telescope [2, 3] and the ARGUS aerial 
surveillance camera [4] lack the scalability and optical simplicity required to make a 
commercially viable system that can scale up to several gigapixels. 
A multiscale camera circumvents these issues by splitting the work of imaging 
the field over several smaller-scale optics [5, 6].  Figure 1 shows the basic layout of a 
multiscale design.  A main objective lens, indicated by the sphere, captures the total field 
of view (FOV) and produces an intermediate image.  This intermediate image is then 
further corrected and relayed through an array of smaller optics (called “micro-optics”) 
 2 
to produce partial images of the full field.  These partial images contain the total field of 
interest and can be manipulated in post processing for easier analysis, such as being 
stitched together to produce a continuous image with high dynamic range and extended 
depth of field.  The array of micro-optics is effectively a curved focal surface that can 
capture the image produced by the main objective.  
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a multiscale imaging system. 
 
Arrays of relay lenses have been shown to be suitable for applications such as 
document copying and three-dimensional imaging [7, 8] and large arrays of individual 
cameras have been used to demonstrate ideas such as synthetic apertures and high 
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speed photography [9].  Unlike these systems, a multiscale design uses a shared 
objective lens to correct a large portion of the aberrations and increase the effective 
aperture size of each set of micro-optics, allowing the latter to be much smaller.  
Decreasing the size and FOV of the micro-optics results in a corresponding decrease in 
geometric aberrations and thus simplifies the optical design [1].  The compactness of the 
micro-optics also allows them to be densely packed.  This reduces the amount of field 
overlap required between adjacent micro-cameras in order to form a continuous image 
and thus reduces the amount of redundant overlap regions.   
The increase in array density is only possible if the physical components can be 
tightly packed together.  Designing a proper micro-camera requires striking a balance 
between several parameters such as FOV, imaging performance, resolution, relative 
illumination, and mechanical mounting [10-12].  Given an optical design that satisfies 
the imaging requirements, developing an appropriate optomechanical frame presents a 
significant engineering and manufacturing challenge not present in typical imaging 
systems.  However, the potential benefits of developing a stable multiscale system for 
applications in persistent surveillance, wide-field astronomical surveys [13, 14], and 
microscopy tools [15] make the effort well worthwhile.   
This work will focus mainly on the optomechanical designs of the AWARE 
multiscale cameras, how they developed, and how they were implemented and verified.  
The history of the AWARE project consisted of several iterations of design, construction, 
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testing, and modification, typical of prototype development.  Chapters 2 through 5 
recount the evolution of the optomechanical design.  Chapter 2 gives an overview of 
general design considerations for multiscale systems.  It breaks down the design into the 
main optomechanical components and highlights their high-level requirements and 
restrictions.  Chapter 3 describes AWARE-2, the first AWARE camera built.  Chapter 4 is 
on modifications made to AWARE-2 that drastically improved its performance and 
functionality.  Chapter 5 is on the latest system currently in production called AWARE-
10, which incorporates all the design lessons learned thus far.  Chapter 6 covers the 
assembly and alignment tools and verification techniques developed throughout the 
course of the project serves as a reference for future investigators.  Finally, Chapter 7 
wraps up the dissertation by giving a brief summary of the history, development, and 
future of the multiscale gigapixel camera. 
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2. Optomechanical Design Considerations 
Although the optical design is greatly simplified by the multiscale approach, the 
design of the optomechanical components become more complex due to the significant 
increase in the number of optical components.  Dynamic components, such as 
independent focus mechanisms for each micro-camera, manufacturing limitations, and 
mass assembly requirements compound this complexity and must be taken into account 
when designing multiscale systems.   
The AWARE cameras are based around a monocentric objective lens design 
called the Gigagon [16].  Monocentricity refers to the spherical symmetry of the objective 
ball lens, which allows us to use the same micro-camera design to cover the whole FOV.  
A multiscale optical design does not necessarily need to be monocentric, but in terms of 
manufacturability and practicality it makes the most sense. 
There are three main component levels for multiscale cameras: the main objective 
lens hardware, micro-cameras, and the support frame that connects the two.  The 
Gigagon is held in place by either a passively or actively aligned structure.  The use of 
active or passive alignment depends on the level of positioning accuracy required.  The 
objective is held in the center of the main support frame which also holds and aligns the 
micro-cameras.  For the monocentric case, this support frame is a spherical dome and 
will be referred to as the “dome” from here on.  The dome aligns the micro-cameras so 
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that they point toward and are all equidistant from the center of curvature (COC) of the 
dome.  Finally, the micro-cameras relay and correct residual aberrations on the image 
projected by the objective to the electronic sensors. 
2.1 Micro-Cameras 
A micro-camera consists of an optics barrel and a sensor module.  Having a 
highly modular design with interchangeable parts simplifies assembly and repair.  
Optical design principles for the micro-optics are described in detail by Marks et al. [11, 
17].  When designing the micro-camera, one must balance several considerations such as 
optical properties (e.g. demagnification, FOV, and tolerances), mechanical constraints 
(e.g. physical size of the cameras, manufacturability, and assembly), and the impact of 
the electronics (e.g. thermal management and cabling).  Also, since the micro-cameras 
are the most complex components of a multiscale camera and hundreds to thousands 
are needed to build one fully populated camera, cost is a major driving force. 
Micro-camera designs have unique constraints uncommon to most imaging 
systems.  The optical and mechanical components must be laterally compact due to the 
need to tightly pack the micro-cameras side by side in the array.  In order to fit necessary 
components, the micro-cameras can be designed as a stacked assembly where the optics 
and electronics are assembled along the optical axis and the lateral footprint is 
minimized.  This takes advantage of the extra space afforded by the divergence between 
cameras away from the COC of the dome.  Single aperture cameras tend to overfill the 
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sensor so that all the pixels are utilized.  Lateral alignment between the sensor and 
optical axis is therefore not very stringent as long as the main part of the image is 
captured.  However, for micro-cameras the image tends to under-fill the sensor to 
ensure that the maximum amount of field is acquired and that there is sufficient overlap 
between adjacent cameras.  This requires careful alignment of the sensor to each micro-
optic barrel so that overlap regions are not clipped off (Figure 2). 
 
 
Figure 2. Illustration of how having an image that slightly underfills the sensor 
requires careful alignment to prevent loss of important image areas. 
 
A useful feature of the multiscale design is the ability of each micro-camera to 
have independent focus.  To do this each micro-camera requires a focus mechanism to 
adjust the object distance.  This is especially challenging in terms of mechanics due to 
the limited lateral space available in a close packed configuration.  Many of the 
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technologies commonly used for active focus of small optics, such as voicecoils and 
deformable optics, were designed with very specific applications in mind, such as 
mobile devices.  In many of these applications space available for optics and any 
optomechanics are extremely compact along the optical axis and most of the available 
space is to the sides.  This is the exact opposite of the constraints for a micro-camera and 
novel designs for focus were required. 
Assembly and manufacturing procedures for the micro-cameras must also be 
carefully planned.  The typical AWARE camera can consist of as many as 400 micro-
cameras.  If each micro-camera requires active alignment of the optical components and 
complicated manufacturing and assembly steps to build, the system is no longer 
commercially viable or scalable.  This makes AWARE an investigation into industrial 
engineering and manufacturing optimization as much as an optics project. 
2.2 Dome 
In order to effectively capture the full FOV, the micro-cameras must be properly 
aligned relative to the objective lens and correctly positioned relative to each other in 
order to form a continuous image with no gaps.  Active alignment of each micro-camera 
to the objective is impractical, both in terms of cost and complexity, and unnecessary 
since there is some freedom in designing the optical tolerances to compensate for minor 
misalignments.  For AWARE, a passive alignment strategy is employed using a 
precision machined dome.  The dome requires features that hold and align all the optical 
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components and facilitate easy assembly and repair.  The dome also serves as a heat sink 
for later versions of AWARE where convective cooling is not an option. 
2.3 Objective Lens Mount 
Depending on the tolerances of the optical design, active alignment of the main 
objective lens may be required in order to obtain acceptable image quality and overlap.  
For the monocentric Gigagon, rotational alignments (tip/tilt) are unnecessary and only 
translational positioning is needed. 
Traditional precision machining can readily align an objective lens to around 100 
to 200 microns using passive alignment features.  If higher accuracy is required, a flexure 
structure may be used.  Flexures are ideal when small ranges of motion and high 
alignment accuracy are needed and room for components is limited. 
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3. AWARE-2 
AWARE-2 was the first AWARE camera and served as a prototype testbed for 
development and demonstration purposes.  The ‘2’ signifies the maximum resolution 
attainable by the objective lens.  AWARE-2 was designed to capture up to 120° FOV in 
all directions, a resolution of over two gigapixels, and an instantaneous FOV (iFOV) of 
40µrads with a pixel pitch of 1.4µm.   
3.1 Optical Design 
 The Zemax (Redmond, WA) optical design for AWARE-2 is shown in Figure 3.  
The objective lens consists of a 2 layer glass ball lens.  The micro-optics consist of three 
groups of plastic elements with aspheric surface profiles.  The effective focal length 
(EFL) is around 34.2mm to obtain the desired iFOV.  The sensor position is adjusted for 
variable focus. 
 
 
Figure 3. Optical design of AWARE-2. 
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 Optical tolerances are listed in Table 1.  Tolerances are split into two groups, 
micro-camera tolerances (tolerances of individual plastic elements and their positioning 
in the micro-camera assembly) and sub-assembly tolerances (tolerances between 
objective and micro-camera).  These are the tolerances that need to be maintained in 
order to form a good image; however preventing gaps in the array can dictate tighter 
tolerances depending on the amount of image overlap available. 
 
Table 1. a) Optical tolerances for micro-camera components. b) Optical 
tolerances between objective lens and micro-camera. 
a) Micro-Camera  b) Sub-Assembly 
Surface Decenter 25µm  Lateral 300µm 
Surface Tilt 0.05°  Axial 150µm 
Thickness 25µm  Tilt 0.12° 
 
3.2 Micro-Camera Design 
A SolidWorks (Waltham, MA) model of the micro-optics is shown in Figure 4.  
The lens barrel and optics were assembled and provided by Rochester Photonics 
(Rochester, NY).  The plastic optics are injection molded pieces with optical axes 
centered with respect to the outer diameters.  The front optic has a hexagonal profile to 
maximize light collection when close packed.  Micro-optics are assembled into machined 
6061 aluminum lens barrels as shown in Figure 4b.  The lenses are passively positioned 
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and aligned in machined seats in the barrels and cemented down.  The seats were 
machined to hold axial and lateral misalignments to within 25µm.  The outer diameter 
of the barrel serves as a datum for centering the micro-camera in the dome, and a flange 
serves as a datum for tip/tilt and alignment along the axis.  The back end of the barrel 
(not shown) contains two alignment pins that mate and align with the sensor. 
 
 
Figure 4. a) Solid drawing of AWARE-2 micro-optics. b) Assembly of micro-optics in 
barrel.  Barrel quarter-sectioned for convenience. 
 
The sensor module, shown in Figure 5, consists of a 14 megapixel CMOS sensor 
from Aptina (San Jose, CA) and associated circuitry for receiving and transmitting data.  
The module was designed and fabricated by collaborators at Distant Focus Corporation 
(Champaign, IL).  The sensor package itself is mounted to a flexible circuit board which 
can be translated along the optical axis via a fine pitched screw for focus.  Sensor 
position can be set by manual rotation of the focal screw or by an automated servo 
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motor.  Alignment of the sensor face to the barrel axis is achieved via adjustable 
pin/dogbone bushings which line up with the pins on the barrel face.  More details on 
alignment and assembly of the bushings are given in 6.1. AWARE-2 Bushing Alignment.   
 
 
Figure 5. a) Solid drawing of AWARE-2 sensor module. b) Cutout view of sensor 
module. 
 
The two components were connected by flexible wire clips which provide 
compression of the sensor face against the barrel.  A fully assembled micro-camera is 
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shown in Figure 6.  A detailed description of micro-camera assembly and their 
installation into the dome can be found in 3.5 Alignment and Assembly. 
 
 
Figure 6. a) Solid drawing of AWARE-2 micro-camera assembly. b) Photo of actual 
micro-camera with a US quarter for size comparison. 
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Tightly packing the micro-cameras spherically around the objective lens requires 
careful design so that the components of the micro-cameras do not interfere with each 
other.  To prevent interferences, a soft boundary cone was defined within which the 
micro-camera should be confined.  This soft boundary is shown as red dashed lines in 
Figure 3.  This boundary cone is defined as a “soft” boundary because micro-camera 
components do not necessarily have to stay within it.  The cone size is determined by the 
smallest nearest neighbor angle between adjacent cameras in the array.  Figure 7 
illustrates this concept.  The smallest nearest neighbor angle determines the maximum 
size of the micro-cameras.  If the micro-camera footprints are represented by circles, 
Figure 7a shows an example of the variations in spacing between micro-cameras laid out 
on a spherical surface.  If these circles are laid out flat (Figure 7b), it is clearly seen that 
there will always be spaces between the circles that are excluded from any boundary 
cone.  These spaces can be useful for incorporation of asymmetric features on the micro-
cameras, but in general the majority of the micro-camera structure should lie within the 
boundary.  It is seen from Figure 6 that features like the front hexagonal element, the 
wire clips, and the servo motor lie outside the boundary cone.  However, shrewd 
arrangement of the micro-cameras in the array can take advantage of the excluded 
spaces and allow them to be packed without sacrificing packing density.  Determining 
the size of the soft boundary cone is discussed in detail by Marks et al. [11].  AWARE-2’s 
boundary cone has a half angle of 3.52° as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 7. a) Example of micro-camera packing on a spherical surface.  Circles 
represent footprints of micro-cameras.  b) Illustration of excluded spaces between 
micro-camera boundary cones. 
 
3.3 Dome 
The AWARE-2 aluminum dome design is shown in Figure 8.  Each counter-bore 
hole in the dome holds a corresponding micro-camera and is precision machined using a 
5-axis mill.  The micro-cameras are locked down with press fit pins on the sides.  Each 
hole has a counter-bore to serve as a seat for the micro-camera and multiple clocking 
options.  For more details on assembly procedures see 3.5.2 System Assembly.   
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Figure 8. a) Distribution of camera holes in AWARE-2. b) Solid drawing of AWARE-2 
dome. c) Photo of machined aluminum dome. d) Detail view of counter-bore micro-
camera hole. 
 
The arrangement of micro-cameras is highly dependent on the application.  For 
example, if a very wide-field is required in all directions such that the dome needs to be 
a large section of a sphere, it is typically difficult to tightly pack the cameras while 
maintaining low variations in inter-camera distances.  For this purpose a packing 
strategy based on a distorted icosahedral geodesic was developed [18] and is described 
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in in the following section.  This arrangement, shown in Figure 8a, was used for 
AWARE-2 and the 120° field of view is covered by 226 micro-cameras. 
Generating the solid model of the AWARE-2 dome was a labor intensive process.  
First, the Cartesian coordinates of the vertices derived from the distorted geodesic 
generator were converted to a point cloud in a STEP format file.  This set of vertices was 
imported into SolidWorks and a 3D Sketch line was drawn between each point and the 
origin.  The points and lines were used as the constraints to generate reference planes 
corresponding to each micro-camera seat.  These planes were then used to create circular 
cuts in a solid shell.  The clocking features were similarly generated.  Fortunately, since 
the geodesic design has five-fold symmetry, only 46 micro-camera holes had to be 
created for AWARE-2 corresponding to one of the icosahedral faces.  The rest of the 
dome was generated by creating a circular pattern of the original 46.  As we will see in 
5.3. Dome, this process was automated using VBA macros. 
3.3.1 Geodesic Design 
 As previously mentioned, the purpose of the dome is to hold all the micro-
cameras together so that they are properly aligned to each other and to the objective 
lens.  How tightly the micro-cameras can be packed determines how much of the FOV 
each camera needs to cover.  Thus tighter packing can reduce the amount of correction 
each camera needs to perform.  Tighter packing can also improve light collection.   
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Finding an efficient scheme for close-packing cylindrical objects on a spherical 
surface is equivalent to the Tammes problem [19], which involves optimizing circle 
packing on a sphere.  As of yet, there is no solution to the Tammes problem for N 
arbitrary number of circles.  Various iterative methods have been proposed and rigorous 
solutions for certain circle numbers have been found [20, 21]; however, these are not 
ideal for the AWARE project.  A more systematic distribution is required so that the 
design is easily scalable.   
 The AWARE-2 dome requires a close-packed distribution of circles in a 60° half 
angle conical section of a sphere such that the packing density, defined by: 
 
Equation 1 
Na
A
     
  
 
,
 
 
is maximized.  a is the area of one circle and A is the total area of the sphere.  In addition, 
the variation in nearest neighbor distances, characterized by the chord ratio: 
 
Equation 2 
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must be minimized.  Here a chord refers to the distance between the centers of two 
adjacent circles lying on the sphere.  Also, some form of symmetry and consistency in 
the distribution of circles is desirable as this can make assembly and design easier. 
A packing strategy based on a distorted icosahedral geodesic was developed for 
AWARE-2 that addresses the above requirements.  A detailed description of geodesic 
design is given by Kenner [22].  A quick review of geodesic construction follows.  A 
regular icosahedron was used as the base polyhedron and gives the best initial 
conditions for high N values [23].  In a standard icosahedral geodesic, the faces of the 
icosahedron are divided into equilateral triangles with frequency ν, where ν is the 
number of divisions of the sides of the base triangle, as shown in the second step of 
Figure 9a.  The resulting vertices are then projected onto the sphere that circumscribes 
the original icosahedron as shown in the last step of Figure 9a.  These vertices are 
relatively evenly distributed along the face of the sphere and can be used as the centers 
of the circles.  Using a geodesic as the basis for close-packing limits N to N = 10ν2 + 2. 
The projection step introduces variations in the chord lengths since a flat surface 
is being radially projected onto a curved one.  Reducing these variations was the main 
focus of this investigation.  Chord lengths along the edge of the original triangular 
icosahedral face are key indicators of how efficiently the circles are being packed.  These 
chord lengths should all be equal and be the minimum lengths when efficient packing is 
achieved.  This is because the vertices along the edge experience the least amount of 
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distortion when projected.  Accordingly, ν values of 1 and 2 offer no further room for 
improvement.  For larger values of ν the vertices can be distorted to increase packing 
density.  It is important to note that for a given value of N, maximizing packing density 
and minimizing chord ratio in a geodesic are essentially the same thing. 
 
 
Figure 9. a) Example generation of frequency 3 standard icosahedral geodesic. b) 
Trilinear coordinate system. 
 
It is simplest to apply the distortion scheme to the vertices immediately before 
projection onto the sphere.  The positions of the vertices on the icosahedral face can be 
described by a trilinear coordinate system as shown in Figure 9b.  Mapping two-
dimensional space using this trilinear coordinate system imposes the relation expressed 
by: 
                                                           
Equation 3 
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This description of 2D space with 3 coordinates essentially ensures that the vertices span 
the icosahedral faces from end to end and stay within the triangle.  As shown later, it can 
also be used to normalize the vertices after some arbitrary distortion.  Distortion is 
optimized for one icosahedral triangular face and repeated for the other 19 faces of the 
icosahedron.  In order to maintain the 3-fold symmetry of the equilateral triangles any 
distortion applied in one of the directions (x, y, or z) must also be applied in the other 
two directions.  This simplifies the process of optimization to finding a one-dimensional 
distortion algorithm and applying it to the 3 directions.  
In order to confine the solution to a reasonable degree of complexity, a few 
constraints and assumptions were imposed in deriving the distortion equation.   
1. The vertices on the edges of the triangular faces of the icosahedron 
cannot be moved normal to the edge, only along the edge.  As an 
example, when distorting along the x direction, at x = 0, the distortion 
should leave the coordinate unchanged.  Also, at the other end of the 
face where y = 0 or z = 0, the coordinates of the distorted end vertices 
can maintain their edge positions by normalizing the distorted 
coordinates to conform to the trilinear condition of equation 3.   
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2. There is no chirality in the distorted configuration.  For example, when 
distorting along the x direction, any dependence on y and z should be 
symmetric about the centerline normal to the x = 0 edge.   
3. The standard geodesic is close to the desired solution and there exists 
some smoothly varying function g that when multiplied to the 
unperturbed geodesic coordinates will result in the optimized 
distribution. 
Looking more closely at the third item, if there exists such a function g then it can 
be approximated by its Taylor expansion.  The distortion along the x-axis is expressed to 
3rd order in the normalized coordinates x’ = x/ν, y’ = y/ν, and z’ = z/ν by: 
 
Equation 4 
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Applying Equation 3 and the non-chirality constraint, Equation 4 can be simplified to:  
 
Equation 5 
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where the constants can be functions of ν and the distortion function has been 
normalized such that the 0th order constant is 1.  This normalization is done as a 
convenience and is valid since the coordinates are renormalized at the end.  After 
application of Equation 5, Equation 3 must be applied to each point to easily convert the 
final distorted coordinates to spherical coordinates using the methods described by 
Kenner [22]. 
 
 
Figure 10. a) Packing densities as a function of N.  Blue line is baseline geodesic, red 
line is the distorted geodesic with 1st order distortion, and black dashed line is the 
theoretical maximum.  b) Chord ratios as a function of N.  Blue line is baseline 
geodesic and red line is the distorted geodesic with 1st order distortion. 
 
Assuming that the distortion function is smoothly varying and produces small 
perturbations to the original geodesic, higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion, 
representing sharper changes, should be of lower significance.  After numerically 
optimizing the chord ratio, we indeed found that the difference between using the 1st 
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order term only and higher order terms is negligible.  Improvements in packing density 
and chord ratio using a 1st order distortion function for ν = 1 to 50 (N = 12 to 25,002) are 
shown in Figure 10. 
 Table 2 shows a sampling of optimized 1st order distortion coefficients.  The 
results indicate that these coefficients are fairly independent of geodesic frequency and 
higher frequency distributions can easily be calculated.  
 
Table 2. First order distortion coefficients. 
ν A1 
3 -0.18925 
4 -0.18969 
5 -0.18953 
6 -0.18984 
7 -0.18981 
8 -0.19001 
9 -0.19002 
10 -0.19016 
 
 For AWARE-2, a frequency 9 geodesic was used.  A triangular section of the 
geodesic is shown in Figure 11.  Pre-distortion, post-distortion, and pre-projection 
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figures are shown.  The results show that before distortion, the circles tend to clump up 
near the corners as expected from projecting a flat triangle onto a sphere.  Distortion 
tends to even out the spacing of these circles. 
 
 
Figure 11. Comparison of circle packing in a) baseline and b) distorted frequency 9 
geodesic.  (c) Comparison of vertex distributions in baseline and distorted geodesics 
before projection. 
 
 To cover the 120° FOV for AWARE-2, five of the icosahedral faces are required 
(Figure 12a).  Figure 11 shows that inside each triangular face, the circles follow a 
hexagonal distribution.  However, at the center of the 5 triangles there exists a 
pentagonal defect.  In fact, a pentagonal defect exists at every vertex of the original 
icosahedron.  Each triangular face of the icosahedron covers slightly over 50° FOV.  This 
means that a FOV of 50° or less in one direction can be purely hexagonally packed by 
unfolding a strip of adjacent icosahedral faces.  This is illustrated in Figure 12b.  When 
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this is the case, as is the case in AWARE-10, a simpler modified hexagonal packing can 
be implemented. 
 
 
Figure 12. a) Base icosahedron with five adjacent faces highlighted to show the 
section required to cover 120° FOV. b) Illustration of how to achieve a strip of only 
hexagonal packing with reduced vertical FOV. 
 
3.4 Objective Lens Mount 
For some systems, machining precision is not adequate and active alignment of 
the main objective lens may be required to position the lens at the center of the micro-
camera array.  A precision machined mount can easily hold the objective lens to within 
100µm -200µm relative to a given reference such as the dome.  A passively aligned 
Gigagon mount is shown in Figure 13.  Figure 13a shows the solid drawing of the 
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Gigagon and the mounting flange, as supplied by Photon Gear (Ontario, NY).  Figure 
13b shows how the Gigagon flange mates to the passive mount.   
 
 
Figure 13. Passive alignment of AWARE-2 Gigagon. a) Gigagon with mounting 
flange. b) Gigagon installed in passive mount. 
 
However, since we did not know the machining capabilities of our vendors at the 
beginning of the project, a flexure frame was initially designed to be able to actively 
adjust the position of the objective with higher accuracy. 
Figure 14 shows the design of the aluminum flexure.  The flexure is actuated by 
precision set screws that are able to translate the lens in increments of 10’s of microns.  
Lateral actuation is achieved via 2 set screws and a third screw to lock the position.  
Axial translation is actuated by 3 screws placed directly over the lateral actuation 
screws. 
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Figure 14. Active alignment of AWARE-2 Gigagon. a) Solid drawing of flexure mount 
for main objective lens. b) Photo of machined flexure. 
 
AWARE-2 was designed to be able to accommodate either the active or passive 
mounting scheme.  Figure 15 illustrates how either of the mounting mechanisms can be 
installed on the dome.  The active flexure or passive mount is aligned via 5mm 
alignment pins to a coverplate and bolted down.  The coverplate is then similarly 
aligned and bolted to the face of the dome.  Using the passive mount, this can align the 
Gigagon to the COC of the dome to within 200µm. 
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Figure 15. AWARE-2 Gigagon to dome mounting scheme (active flexure mount 
shown).  Exploded view of assembly shown on left and collapsed view on right. 
 
3.5 Alignment and Assembly 
Most of the components in AWARE-2 were designed to be assembled passively 
using machined alignment points.  This reduces the assembly time and increases 
throughput of parts by limiting the amount of human error that can be introduced by 
the assembler.   
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3.5.1 Micro-Camera Assembly 
The micro-camera plastic optics were pushed into the appropriate seats in the 
aluminum barrels and epoxied.  Upon receipt of the barrels from Rochester Photonics, 
we attached steel compression clips to the sides of the barrels as shown in  Figure 16. 
 
 
Figure 16. AWARE-2 optics barrel assembly.  US quarter shown for size comparison. 
 
As described in 3.2 Micro-Camera Design the sensor module consists of the 
CMOS sensor and associated electronics mounted on a screw driven translation mount.  
Upon receipt of the sensor modules, we actively aligned and epoxied the pin/dogbone 
bushings to the front of the sensor module as described in 6.1. AWARE-2 Bushing 
Alignment.  As shown in Figure 17a, the optics barrel backend includes two alignment 
pins aligned to the optical axis of the barrel.  Figure 17b shows the matching frontend of 
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the sensor.  By properly aligning the bushings relative to the sensor, when the two 
components are attached using the aforementioned clips the image from the barrel can 
be centered on the sensor. 
 
 
Figure 17. a) Back of AWARE-2 optics barrel showing alignment pins. b) Front of 
AWARE-2 sensor module showing pin and dogbone bushings. 
 
Before the sensor module is attached to the barrel, a servo motor mechanism is 
installed onto the back of the module so that the output of the motor ties into the focus 
adjustment screw.  The servo motor and sensor flex cable can then be connected to the 
micro-camera control modules (MCCM) (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18. AWARE-2 micro-camera electrical connections to MCCM. 
 
Before insertion into the dome, the micro-cameras were tested for connection and 
imaging performance.  Performance was measured by taking advantage of the fact that 
the micro-optics alone can be used at a finite conjugate.  The procedure for this finite 
conjugate testing is described in 6.2. Flat Field Measurements of Sensor Centration. 
3.5.2 System Assembly 
As previously mentioned, correct alignment of the objective to the dome is 
critical as it can affect image quality and image overlap.  Initial versions of AWARE-2 
incorporated the active flexure mount to position the objective lens.  The objective was 
aligned by observing image sharpness from several different micro-camera angles as the 
lens position was adjusted.  In the end, we found that passive alignment proved as 
effective as the active flexure but much more mechanically stable.  Future systems 
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should continue to use a passive mount for the objective lens unless the optical 
tolerances dictate otherwise. 
Once the Gigagon was mounted to the dome, the whole assembly was mounted 
to the front panel of the enclosure as shown in Figure 19.  Figure 19 also shows partial 
population of micro-cameras and the FPGA based MCCM’s. 
 
 
Figure 19. Assembly of enclosure front panel with AWARE-2 Gigagon, dome, micro-
cameras, and MCCM’s. 
 
The scalable nature of the multiscale design allows a great deal of freedom in the 
way the micro-cameras are populated into the dome.  Population configuration depends 
on the application in question.  For a ground based camera, it is reasonable to populate 
the cameras along a horizontal strip where most of the interesting features are located.  
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This type of arrangement was initially used for AWARE-2 and is shown in Figure 20.  98 
micro-cameras capture a one gigapixel image with a field of view of approximately 120° 
x 40°.   
 
 
Figure 20. a) View from behind dome of arrangement of micro-cameras in AWARE-2 
system. b) View from inside dome of packed micro-optics. 
 
Insertion of a micro-camera into the dome is illustrated in Figure 21.  A clocking 
pin is used to properly align the orientation of the sensor face for maximum overlap 
between micro-camera images.  The micro-cameras are held in the dome by press fit roll 
pins that provide lateral compression between the micro-camera barrels and the dome 
hole sidewalls.  The faces of the counter-bore hole in the dome ideally set the pointing 
angle and axial position of each micro-camera while the side walls of the body of the 
hole set the lateral position.  However, using the roll pins applies an uneven torque on 
the alignment of the barrels and can lead up to 50µm of decenter error and up to 0.2° of 
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pointing error.  This is above the tolerances specified in Table 1 and necessitates a more 
precise method of assembly or a more forgiving optical design. 
 
 
Figure 21. a) View from sensor perspective of AWARE-2 micro-camera retention and 
clocking mechanisms. b) Cross sectional view of micro-camera in dome showing how 
the camera seats into the counter-bore. c) Photo of assembly step. 
 
Full assembly photos are shown in Figure 22.  Design and fabrication of the 
enclosure was provided courtesy of Distant Focus Corporation. 
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Figure 22. Photos of fully assembled AWARE-2. a) Front view. b) Rear view. 
 
3.6 Mechanical and Thermal Simulations 
Although AWARE-2 served as a prototype and issues were bound to be 
discovered during fabrication and assembly, mechanical and thermal calculations and 
simulations of the structural components were performed in an attempt to minimize the 
risk of catastrophic failures.  This section details some of the more crucial simulations 
performed concerning mechanical and thermal stability and their effects on the optical 
performance.  The finite element analysis (FEA) package in SolidWorks Simulation was 
used for both types of simulations. 
3.6.1 Mechanical Simulation 
  The ability of the dome to support the weight of being fully populated with 
micro-cameras without significant deformation was one of the biggest unknowns.  
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Machining the close-packed holes in the dome required removal of over half of the 
material which resulted in thin walled sections as thin as 0.3mm.  To predict the effects 
of full population, each micro-camera was modeled as a 41g weight evenly distributed 
on the inside surface of the counter-bore holes in the dome.  This ignores any moments 
or uneven weight concentrations, but the results give reasonable order of magnitude 
predictions.  As shown in Figure 23 simulations were run with the camera facing up, 
down, and to the side in normal Earth gravity (9.81 m/s2).   
 
 
Figure 23. AWARE-2 dome mechanical simulation of full micro-camera population.  
Gravity is in direction of red arrow.  Deformations are exaggerated for clarity. 
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Material displacements of less than a micron were predicted in all cases 
indicating that the dome is structurally very rigid.  Even though most of the dome is 
bored out, this rigidity is due to the inherently sturdy nature of the honeycomb-like, 
hexagonally distributed holes. 
3.6.2 Thermal Simulations 
A complex optical system such as AWARE-2 can be highly susceptible to thermal 
fluctuations.  The largest physical structure that is affected by thermal changes is the 
dome.  Essentially a large conducting heat sink, the thermal behavior of the dome has a 
large impact on the operational behavior of the camera as a whole.  Similar to the lens 
barrels and frames in traditional monolithic cameras, the dome is responsible for proper 
alignment of optical components and thermal considerations must be taken into account. 
Thermal loads can be introduced either externally, such as changes in the 
environment, or internally, such as heat dissipated by the electronics.  Internal thermal 
effects on system performance can be significant with each micro-camera producing up 
to 1W of heat when operating at full capacity.   
To investigate the effects of changes in environmental temperature, simulations 
were performed where the uniform temperature of the dome varies from 0°C to 40°C 
from an initial temperature of 20°C.  This is essentially equivalent to exposing the dome 
to the environment and allowing it to reach steady state.  Large transient swings in 
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temperature will result in complex thermal gradients in the dome; however, it was 
assumed that the camera would be operated in relatively stable environments.  With its 
spherical symmetry and uniform use of T6061 aluminum throughout the structural 
components, all the micro-cameras in AWARE-2 behave identically to each other in 
uniform temperature variations and expand or contract about the center of the dome.  A 
thermal analysis through Zemax shows that these types of uniform temperature 
fluctuations can be compensated for by an adjustment in the back focal length (BFL) of 
the micro-cameras.  The change in BFL for various temperature states and changes in 
optimized image spot size near the edge of the field for AWARE-2 are shown in Figure 
24. 
 
 
Figure 24. a) Change in back focal length (BFL) as a function of uniform temperature 
of dome. b) Change in spot size at edge of field as a function of uniform temperature 
of dome. 
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Internally generated heat from the micro-cameras can cause significant 
temperature gradients in the dome.  Figure 25 shows the simulated temperature 
distribution of a symmetric fifth section of the dome in SolidWorks when each micro-
camera inputs 1W of heat directly into each hole of the dome.  The front of the dome is 
constrained to be at room temperature (20°C).   
 
 
Figure 25. Temperature gradient induced in dome by internally generated heat from 
micro-cameras.  (1W of heat per micro-camera at 20°C room temperature). 
 
This temperature gradient generates thermal deformations of the dome, which 
leads to changes in the pointing angle and position of each micro-camera.  In the 
simulation, the effects of the thermal gradient were tracked for nine micro-cameras from 
the center of the dome to the outer perimeter.  The results are shown in Table 3.  
Pointing angle deviations of less than 0.05°, lateral displacements (T direction) of less 
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than 6µm, and axial displacements (N direction) of less than 100µm are observed, all of 
which are within the tolerances to maintain image quality.  In the actual AWARE-2 
system the micro-cameras are air cooled via several fans so that a significant amount of 
heat is pumped out through forced convection rather than conductively through the 
dome, and the dome was never fully populated, so these simulations should represent a 
worst case scenario.  Also, internally generating heat through operation should prevent 
the camera from cooling too far below room temperature like the case in the uniform 
temperature scenario. 
From these simulations we see that AWARE-2 should be relatively stable in the 
presence of external and internal thermal loads.  A more effective means of temperature 
stabilization and isolation would be recommended for future implementations if the 
micro-camera densities are substantially increased.  Changes in performance due to 
thermal effects have not been readily observed in the as built system, except for 
occasional refocusing; however, the initial AWARE-2 system performance was relatively 
insensitive due to the underperforming optics so this is not a clear indication of thermal 
stability.  
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Table 3. Changes in pointing angles and positions of AWARE-2 micro-cameras due to 
internally generated thermal deformations. 
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3.7 Summary 
Two AWARE-2 systems were built.  The design phase started in late 2010 and 
final assembly concluded in the middle of 2012.  Although the cameras were 
operational, the optical performance was below expected values by almost a factor of 
two.  Several possible causes have been investigated such as birefringence of the 
material, mounting errors, and stray light.  These are most likely having an impact on 
the performance, but we believe the significant portion of the poor performance is a 
result of injection molding issues.  This led us to investigate the use of traditionally 
ground spherical glass optics, as detailed in the next section.  
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4. AWARE-2 Retrofit 
To improve the optical performance of AWARE-2, a glass micro-camera design 
was investigated.  The idea started as a backup plan but eventually became the main 
path of development for future systems.  The timeframe for implementation of the glass 
design was very rapid due to the rapid succession of AWARE-2 and AWARE-10.  Due to 
this limited timeframe, we had to reuse several of the parts already developed for the 
plastic version of AWARE-2.  Mainly, the Gigagon and its mounting hardware, dome, 
and enclosure were retained, with slight modifications.  The micro-camera for the 
AWARE-2 Retrofit system was a completely new design.  
4.1 Optical Design 
The optical design for the AWARE-2 Retrofit system is shown in Figure 26.  
Figure 26a shows the total system design.  The Retrofit camera uses the same Gigagon as 
the AWARE-2, but the glass micro-camera design is substantially different.  The clear 
aperture of the front element is larger and the length of the micro-camera has increased 
by over 10mm.  The working distance of the micro-camera’s finite conjugate has also 
increased by around 17mm.  These changes have resulted in increased overlap regions 
and FOV for each micro-camera at the cost of a shorter EFL of 26.8mm and an increase in 
iFOV to 52µrads. 
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Figure 26. a) AWARE-2 Retrofit optical design. b) Micro-camera optical design. 
 
The micro-camera optical design is shown in Figure 26b.  For the Retrofit system, 
optical elements were designed to be translated for focus.  Initially, only the relatively 
weak second to last lens was designed to be translated.  This has the advantage of 
decreasing the sensitivity of focus, but at the cost of increased travel range to focus from 
infinity to near-field.  By translating the last two lenses as a group, focus can be achieved 
from infinity to 5m with a travel range of 150µm.  This also has the advantage of having 
the relatively powerful last lens element, proximal to the sensor, actively adjustable.  
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This greatly simplifies assembly and alignment using passive, drop-in installation of all 
the lenses.  The benefits associated with using the last two lenses as the focus group 
comes at the cost of requiring a translation mechanism capable of 5µm resolution. 
4.2 Micro-Camera Design 
The optical design of AWARE-2 Retrofit requires the two lenses in the focus 
group to translate very precisely along the optical axis while the stationary lenses and 
the sensor remain fixed.  Moving an optical group in the middle of the micro-camera 
while being constrained by the boundary cone discussed in 3.2 Micro-Camera Design, 
indicated by dashed red lines in Figure 26, required an extremely compact focus 
mechanism design.   
Translating optical elements in a camera this size is commonly done by using 
threaded lens tubes, guide rods, and similar methods.  The method using threaded 
barrels requires a motor to spin a focus ring.  The amount of space required to mount a 
threaded barrel with the necessary actuator to spin the focus ring prevents this design 
from being feasible for the AWARE micro-camera arrays.  Using guide rods to provide a 
track for focus translation has been thoroughly investigated and found to also have 
prohibitive drawbacks.  One potential micro-camera design using guide rods is shown 
in Figure 27.  Difficulties in keeping thin, long guide rods straight during fabrication and 
assembly, stray light and environmental contamination, and increases in tolerance stack-
up are just some of the issues we have discovered during development of this type of 
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design.  Other methods investigated such as voicecoils and MEMS devices [24] lack the  
unpowered stability and lateral compactness to fit in the AWARE architecture. 
 
 
Figure 27. Example of translational focus mechanism using guide rods. 
  
The AWARE-2 Retrofit micro-camera barrel design is shown in Figure 28.  The 
barrel (Figure 28a) contains the three stationary lens groups, IR filter, and the aperture 
stop.  These can be aligned actively using a laser aligner like those built by Opto 
Alignment (Indian Trail, NC) or passively using the machined precision of the seats in 
the barrel and the outer diameter of the ground lenses.  The inside of the back end of the 
barrel can be turned in the same lathe by press fitting a rough, undersized Teflon/Delrin 
sleeve and cutting the inner diameter of the sleeve down to the design value.  This can 
align the front stationary optical axis to the axis of the sleeve very accurately, to within 
0.1°.  The back end is also externally threaded and precisely cut to provide alignment 
and attachment features for the sensor. 
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Figure 28. a) AWARE-2 Retrofit micro-camera barrel design.  Quarter-section barrel 
view. b) Focus carriage details. 
  
The lens seats in the carriage that define its optical axis are machined concentric 
to the outer surface of the carriage in the same lathe process.  The carriage slip-fits into 
the barrel sleeve and is translated via a spring loaded push pin that comes out the back 
of the barrel.  This pin is actuated by a closed-loop controlled ultrasonic piezomotor 
supplied by New Scale Technologies (Victor, NY) and is capable of 0.5µm resolution.  
This method of focus has the advantages of being fully enclosed, easy to assemble, and 
structurally robust.  Air channels were cut along the axis of the outside of the carriage to 
prevent pressure differentials in the barrel when the carriage is translated. 
The AWARE-2 Retrofit sensor module is shown in detail in Figure 29.  The 
sensor electronics (Figure 29a) were originally designed by DFC for the next phase 
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AWARE-10 camera, but their availability during the Retrofit design gave us an ideal 
opportunity to test their performance.   
 
 
Figure 29. AWARE-2 Retrofit sensor module. a) Bare sensor electronics. b) Sensor 
assembled into module. c) Faceplate details. 
 
The new sensor module consists of the same Aptina 14 megapixel FPA used in AWARE-
2; however the electronics are integrated into a much more compact package and 
covered by a thin metal shield.  The footprint of the 10mm x 10mm sensor electronics is 
the minimum amount allowed by the CMOS package.  Any further decrease in its lateral 
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dimensions would require the use of a completely different sensor.  The piezomotor and 
its associated electronics and mechanical components are mounted on an independent 
actuator board which is soldered to the rest of the sensor module. 
Figure 29b shows how the sensor electronics are incorporated into the completed 
sensor module.  An aluminum faceplate (Figure 29c) is used to connect the sensor to the 
optics barrel.  It is internally threaded and precision bored to screw onto the back end of 
the barrel.  The sensor face is epoxied into the pocket to precisely position the FPA.  The 
plastic housing is screwed onto the faceplate and is isolated from the sensor electronics.  
This housing was injection molded and originally designed for AWARE-10 micro-
cameras.  It provides a mechanism for attaching the micro-cameras to the dome; 
however, in the Retrofit design they are purely used to provide limited protection for 
the sensor electronics.  The fully assembled micro-camera design is shown in Figure 30. 
 
 
Figure 30. AWARE-2 Retrofit micro-camera. 
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4.3 Alignment and Assembly  
AWARE-2 Retrofit was designed to simplify the assembly and alignment 
process.  The pin/dogbone alignment bushings were made obsolete due to the increase 
in image overlap.  The compression pins and wire clips used to assemble the system 
were also replaced.  Many of the Retrofit design ideas were implemented in the 
AWARE-10 design. 
4.3.1 Micro-Camera Assembly 
Assembly process of the AWARE-2 Retrofit micro-camera is shown Figure 31.  
The first step is installation of optical elements (Figure 31a,b).  The stationary optics, 
aperture, and filter were installed into the barrel using a vacuum wand and epoxied 
down.  Epoxy is injected through the epoxy holes along the perimeter of the barrel to 
lock down the lenses.  The aperture and filter were epoxied through the front barrel 
opening.  OP-29 UV epoxy from Dymax (Torrington, CT) was used to quickly cure the 
optical components in place.  Similarly, the focus optics were epoxied into the carriage.  
The metal push pin was potted into the carriage using green Loctite (Westlake, OH).  
Care was taken to prevent epoxy from contaminating the outer surface of the carriage 
where it could jam the smooth piston motion of the focus group.  Optics were initially 
installed at Duke, but eventually Photon Gear took over this role. 
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Figure 31. AWARE-2 Retrofit micro-camera assembly process. a) Install optics into 
barrel and epoxy. b) Install optics and push pin into carriage and epoxy. c) Epoxy 
sensor to faceplate and attach housing. d) Thread push pin through faceplate opening 
and push spring and plastic cap onto pin. e) Insert sensor/carriage assembly into 
barrel and lock together using threads. 
 
The sensors were positioned inside the matching pockets in the faceplates and 
epoxied down with 509FM-1 two part structural compound from Epotek (Billerica, MA).  
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Since the pocket was necessarily oversized to allow the sensor to fit inside, the gaps 
between the pocket and sensor sidewalls lead to sensor decenter errors.  To prevent this, 
the sensor was twisted inside the pocket until the corners touched off on the pocket 
walls (Figure 32).  A technique for measuring this alignment accuracy of the sensor to 
the optical axis is described in 6.2. Flat Field Measurements of Sensor Centration.  The 
structural epoxy required a day to cure in room temperature.  After curing, the plastic 
housing was bolted to the sensor faceplate (Figure 31c). 
 
 
Figure 32. Sensor alignment in faceplate. 
 
The assembled carriage was inserted into the faceplate so that the push pin 
threaded through a hole in the faceplate concentric with the piezomotor axis.  A 
compression spring and plastic cap were then pushed onto the pin (Figure 31d).  This 
complete assembly was then screwed onto the barrel (Figure 31e).  Rubber o-rings (not 
shown) and threaded hexagonal split retaining rings (Figure 30) were installed onto the 
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barrel to prepare it for insertion into the dome.  The split hex rings were rapid 
prototyped in a 3D printer. 
4.3.2 System Assembly 
The original AWARE-2 dome was modified by tapping all the counter-bores of 
the micro-camera holes as shown in Figure 33. 
 
 
Figure 33. Threading of AWARE-2 dome counter-bores for Retrofit. 
 
Micro-cameras were inserted into the holes and the split hex rings were used to lock 
down the cameras.  The o-rings and split hex rings provided the necessary compression 
so that the micro-cameras were seated properly in their seats, preventing the torque 
produced by the roll pins used in AWARE-2.  In addition, the split hex rings allowed the 
installer to access the micro-cameras without having to remove the sensor or struggle 
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with small roll pins.  This mechanism was an improvement over the original design, but 
it still had the drawback of lacking a way to remove a camera from the middle of the 
array.  As shown in Figure 34, the only way to access a surrounded micro-camera was to 
clear a path to the camera of interest by removing several other cameras in the way. 
 
 
Figure 34. Installation of a pack of Retrofit micro-cameras into the dome. 
 
The assembled camera was installed a modified AWARE-2 enclosure with updated 
electronics to accommodate the new sensor electronic architecture. 
4.4. Summary 
The AWARE-2 Retrofit design was implemented into two cameras: a 32 micro-
camera system and a 98 micro-camera system.  These systems were instrumental in 
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testing several new key components.  The Retrofit systems allowed us to test and debug 
the AWARE-10 sensors and MCCMs before AWARE-10 optics were available.  They also 
allowed us to refine the firmware and image processing algorithms.  The new focus 
mechanism concept was also confirmed using the Retrofits.  Single axis turning the 
Delrin/Teflon sleeves and the new piezomotors were shown to be effective in 
consistently high performance focus.  These new designs were used as the basis for the 
AWARE-10 camera. 
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5. AWARE-10 
The AWARE-10 camera represents the culmination of our efforts to date.  In 
addition to incorporation of the latest optomechanical designs, AWARE-10’s optics and 
electronics have been dramatically improved and streamlined compared to those of 
AWARE-2.  Overall improvements in manufacturability, the assembly process, and 
imaging performance have brought the system much closer to becoming a viable 
gigapixel camera. 
5.1. Optical Design  
The AWARE-10 optical design is shown in Figure 35.  An EFL of 53.2mm brings 
the iFOV down to 26µrad.  This increase in EFL necessitated a proportional increase in 
the size of the objective lens to maintain diffraction limited performance.  The longer 
EFL has also reduced the clear aperture of the micro-camera and the angle of the 
boundary cone as shown in Figure 35a. 
The optical design of the micro-camera is shown in Figure 35b.  Similar to the 
Retrofit design, AWARE-10 micro-cameras are focused by moving the last two elements 
together as a group.  Objects from infinity to 15m can be brought into focus with an 
actuator travel range of 190µm and resolution of 5µm. 
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Figure 35. a) Optical design of AWARE-10. b) Optical design of AWARE-10 micro-
camera. 
 
The optical tolerances for AWARE-10 are listed in Table 4.  The tolerances are 
again split between those internal to the micro-camera and those between the micro-
camera and the Gigagon (sub-assembly).   In addition, tolerances are specified for the 
focus elements as a group relative to the rest of the micro-camera. 
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Table 4. a) Optical tolerances for AWARE-10 micro-camera components. b) Optical 
tolerances for focusing optics as a group. c) Optical tolerances between objective and 
micro-camera. 
a) Micro-Camera  b) Focusing Group  c) Sub-Assembly 
Surface Decenter 25µm  Decenter 50µm  Lateral 200µm 
Surface Tilt 0.1°  Tilt 0.15°  Axial 200µm 
Thickness 50µm     Tilt 0.2° 
 
5.2. Micro-Camera Design 
The AWARE-10 micro-camera mechanical design is derived from that of the 
Retrofit.  Many of the features developed for the Retrofit were adapted to work in the 
more constrained space of AWARE-10.  Figure 36 shows the design of the lens barrel.  
The stationary optics are mounted in the same fashion as in the Retrofit and a similar 
Delrin/Teflon sleeve was specified for the carriage track.  Due to space constraints 
imposed by the smaller boundary cone, the design of the carriage had to extend beyond 
the cone in order to set the spring loaded push pin (Figure 36b) to the proper distance 
from the optical axis.  The pin is rigidly mounted to a small lobe protrusion on one side 
of the carriage as shown in the figure.  The lobe was placed in one of the excluded space 
corners of the hexagonal packing to prevent interferences.  This required an opening 
notch in the barrel that allowed the lobe to protrude beyond the barrel and be accessible 
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to the actuator.  Unlike the Retrofit micro-camera, an internally bored diameter at the 
back end of the AWARE-10 barrel is used to align the sensor module to the barrel.  
 
 
Figure 36. a) Mechanical design of AWARE-10 optics barrel.  Barrel and sleeve quarter 
cross-sectioned for convenient viewing. b) Design of focus carriage. 
 
The sensor module assembly is shown in Figure 37.  Changes from the Retrofit 
sensor module include a smaller faceplate with an open slot to accommodate the new 
carriage push pin and the integration of a spring loaded button at the back.  The purpose 
of the spring loaded button is for assembly of the micro-cameras into the dome and will 
be explained in more detail in 5.5.2. System Assembly. 
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Figure 37. Exploded view of AWARE-10 sensor module assembly.  Inset image shows 
faceplate. 
 
The fully assembled AWARE-10 micro-camera is shown in Figure 38.  When compared 
to the Retrofit, the AWARE-10 micro-camera is substantially more compact laterally. 
 
 
Figure 38. Complete AWARE-10 micro-camera. 
 
5.3. Dome 
The AWARE-10 dome design is illustrated in Figure 39.  The arrangement of 
micro-cameras is shown in Figure 39a.  The geodesic packing scheme has been replaced 
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by an optimized hexagonal packing strategy giving a 100° x 50° FOV.  This is a more 
practical FOV than the 120° all around range initially planned for AWARE-2 since most 
applications of the AWARE cameras so far have been ground based.  Narrowing down 
the FOV allowed us to use a hexagonal packing scheme and get rid of the pentagonal 
defect present at the center of the geodesic structure.  The solid drawing of the dome is 
shown in Figure 39b.  Not shown in the drawing are tapped holes on the flat sides of the 
dome where cooling blocks can be attached for liquid cooling.  The SolidWorks model 
was generated using an automated VBA macro described in Appendix A. 
 
 
Figure 39. AWARE-10 dome design. a) Micro-camera packing scheme (shown in 
exaggerated perspective). b) Drawing of dome. c) Close-up of micro-camera hole. d) 
Cross-sectional view of micro-camera hole. 
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Close-up details of one of the micro-camera holes are shown in Figure 39c and a 
cross sectional view of the hole is shown in Figure 39d.  The clocking feature is used to 
properly orient the micro-camera to maximize overlap between images.  It consists of a 
blind hole which is connected to a corresponding notch on the micro-camera.  The 
counter-bore hole that holds the camera consists of a seat on which the barrel sits on and 
an undercut lip in which a plastic retaining ring sits in.  These features will be explained 
in more detail in 5.5.2. System Assembly. 
5.4. Objective Lens Mount 
Due to the success of the passive mount for AWARE-2, a passively aligned 
coverplate was designed for AWARE-10 to mount the objective lens to the dome.  Using 
an active mounting scheme was unnecessary due to the generous alignment tolerance 
specified in Table 4 and difficult due to the weight of the 5kg AWARE-10 Gigagon.  
Requiring only a passive mount allowed us to design a one-piece coverplate as shown in 
Figure 40.  This design is essentially a combination of the two pieces of the passive 
mount from AWARE-2.  Making the coverplate out of one piece reduces machining 
tolerance stack up which is inherently present when using multiple components.  This 
method of mounting should allow us to passively align the Gigagon to within 120µm of 
the COC of the dome and was confirmed using an optical technique described in 6.3. 
AWARE-10 Objective Lens Alignment Verification. 
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Figure 40. AWARE-10 coverplate. a) Object space side (front view). b) Image space 
side (rear view). 
 
Assembly of the Gigagon to the dome is shown in Figure 41.  A pin and slot 
alignment scheme is again used for AWARE-10 to align the coverplate to the dome.  The 
Gigagon mounted on the structural flange was supplied by Photon Gear and, similar to 
AWARE-2, aligned to the coverplate by the precision outer diameter on the flange.  
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Figure 41. Assembly of Gigagon to AWARE-10 dome.  Exploded view on left and 
collapsed view on right. 
 
5.5. Alignment and Assembly 
Alignment of AWARE-10 components has been reduced down to a completely 
passive, drop in process.  Many of the assembly bottlenecks that were discovered while 
building AWARE-2 and AWARE-2 Retrofit were addressed and improved. 
5.5.1. Micro-Camera Assembly 
The assembly process for the AWARE-10 micro-camera closely follows that of 
the Retrofit.  The most notable differences are in the procedure for connecting the sensor 
module to the barrel and the addition of a mechanism to bind the micro-cameras to the 
dome. 
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Figure 42. AWARE-10 micro-camera assembly procedure. a) Install and epoxy 
optics into barrel. b) Epoxy optics into carriage.  Bond push pin into carriage and 
press spring and cap onto pin. c) Epoxy sensor into faceplate and screw on housing 
assembly. d) Slip carriage into sensor faceplate slot.  Lay down a bead of thermal 
epoxy onto faceplate lip as shown in inst. e) Install sensor/carriage assembly into 
barrel and hold together using harness mechanism. 
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Figure 42 illustrates the micro-camera assembly process.  First the optics are 
loaded and epoxied down into the barrel and carriage (Figure 42a,b).  The push pin is 
potted into the carriage lobe like in the Retrofit; however, in AWARE-10 the spring and 
cap are installed before being assembled with the sensor.  The cap height is adjusted to 
the proper distance from the carriage.  The barrels and carriages were assembled by 
Photon Gear. 
The sensor, again supplied by DFC, is potted into the faceplate pocket with 
Epotek 509FM-1 and twisted to center.  After the potting compound was cured, the 
housing assembly with the integrated push button is screwed on.  This step is illustrated 
in Figure 42c. 
The carriage is attached to the sensor module by pulling the spring up toward 
the cap and slipping the push pin into the slot on the sensor faceplate.  Next, a bead of 
Epotek T7110 thermally conductive epoxy is laid down along the outside lip of the 
sensor faceplate (Figure 42d inset), making sure to stay clear of the push pin slot.  This 
whole assembly is then inserted into the barrel and held together using the harness 
mechanism (Figure 42e).  This application of the harness was not its initially designed 
function, but proved to be very useful during mass epoxying of components. 
5.5.2. System Assembly 
Once the micro-cameras are cured and ready to be inserted into the dome, a 
plastic harness ring with attached steel harness wires is clipped into each of the dome 
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hole (Figure 43a).  A pin feature in the harness ring fits snugly into the corresponding 
clocking pin hole in the dome (Figure 43b). 
 
 
Figure 43. a) Insertion of AWARE-10 harness into dome. b) Clocking of harness. 
 
The micro-camera barrel is then inserted through the harness ring into the 
counter-bore hole until the seat on the barrel sits firmly against the lip in the counter-
bore.  The harness button is then fully compressed to allow the harness wires to loop 
onto the knobs on the sides of the button and then released so that the micro-camera is 
pressed firmly against the dome (Figure 44).  The micro-camera is inserted so that the 
clocking pin on the harness ring fits precisely in the corresponding notch on the barrel, 
as shown in the inset of Figure 44. 
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Figure 44. Installation of AWARE-10 micro-camera into dome.  Inset shows details on 
clocking. 
 
Once all the micro-camera holes are populated (Figure 45), the camera can be 
installed into the enclosure and attached to the electronics and cooling fixtures.  As 
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shown in Figure 45b, the micro-cameras are densely packed and it would be difficult to 
remove a camera from the middle of the array using one of our past designs. 
 
 
Figure 45. View of fully populated AWARE-10. a) Front view. b) Rear view. 
 
However, with the new harness mechanism, removing any arbitrary camera from the 
array is a simple matter of unclipping the harness wires from the back of the micro-
camera. 
5.6. Mechanical and Thermal Simulations 
Thermal and mechanical calculations were performed to predict the behavior of 
the AWARE-10 micro-camera harness system, focal mechanism, and dome.  
5.6.1 Mechanical Loads 
The weight distribution of the AWARE-10 micro-camera is shown in Figure 46.  
The weights and center of mass locations for the barrel and sensor from the pivot point 
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at the dome seat are indicated.  The maximum moment induced by gravity about the 
pivot point by the micro-camera is significant in AWARE-10 since most of the micro-
camera protrudes from the dome seat as shown in Figure 44. 
 
 
Figure 46. Weight distribution of AWARE-10 micro-camera. 
 
As previously mentioned, the harness mechanism provides a compressive force 
to properly seat the AWARE-10 micro-cameras in the dome.  This force, labeled F in 
Figure 46, should be enough to counteract any moments induced by the weight of the 
micro-camera.  This moment will be the greatest when the micro-camera is horizontal.  
About the pivot point indicated in the figure, maximum moment will be 872g∙mm.  A 
compressive force F of 161gf (1.6N) is required at the axis of the micro-camera to 
counteract this moment.  Adding in a generous safety factor, an F of 8N was determined 
to be sufficient to hold each micro-camera and prevent undue torqueing. 
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 In order to apply this compressive force F, the plastic retaining ring and spring 
loaded harness button must be able to withstand the required 8N of force.  Figure 47 
shows the results of the mechanical FEA analysis on these two parts as the harness is 
fully loaded.  Using a standard ABS plastic material with a tensile strength of around 
30MPa, the button and retaining ring designs should be able to support the 8N load.  
ABS was chosen due to its common use in injection molded parts.  The housing, button, 
and ring were all manufactured using injection molding to save cost. 
 
 
Figure 47. FEA load analysis on a) retaining ring and b) pushbutton.  (Deformation 
exaggerated for clarity) 
 
AWARE-10 dome deformation under full micro-camera population was 
simulated with a first order simulation similar to the one performed for AWARE-2.  
Here, the dome was loaded with a 25.6g weight in each hole and three tests were run 
with the gravity direction set along the three axes.   These tests predicted sub-micron 
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deformation of the dome.  Again, this neglects moments and uneven weight 
distributions but serves to give order of magnitude predictions. 
5.6.2 Thermal Loads 
 With 382 micro-cameras, the internally generated thermal load in AWARE-10 is 
significantly more than a fully populated AWARE-2.  Inputting 1W per camera into the 
dome and cooling the flat sides of the dome to room temperature (20°C), the predicted 
heat distribution is shown in Figure 48.  The maximum temperature of the dome in the 
center reaches around 49°C.  The temperature differential between the sensor and the 
interface between the dome and barrel is approximately 10°C.  Based on this differential, 
the hottest micro-camera sensor, located at the center of the dome, should just barely be 
able stay below the shutdown temperature of 70°C.   
 
 
Figure 48. Temperature distribution of quarter section of AWARE-10 dome when 
fully populated and running at full capacity. 
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 Mechanical deformations of a few sample counter-bore holes are listed in Table 
5.  Decenter values (T direction) are substantially larger than those of AWARE-2, mainly 
in the short direction of the dome.  This preferential direction of decenter errors is due to 
the higher thermal gradient in the short axis.  Deformations in the radial direction (N 
direction) are higher near the center of the dome since this area naturally expands more 
when heated.  T direction deformations are the opposite and seem to be larger near the 
edge of the dome.  These simulations indicate movement of the micro-cameras due to 
thermal load should be well within optical tolerances and should not pose a significant 
problem as long as an adaptive registration algorithm is used for image stitching. 
 
Table 5. Changes in pointing angles and positions of AWARE-10 micro-cameras due 
to internally generated thermal deformations. 
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Another potential hazard of thermal loading is jamming of the focal mechanism 
by expansion of the carriage inside the sleeve.  A cross sectional view of the focal 
mechanism assembly is shown in Figure 49.  Assuming uniform temperature 
fluctuations in the assembly, in the absence of the Delrin sleeve no jamming is predicted 
since both the barrel and carriage essentially expand equally due to identical material 
composition.  The addition of the Delrin sleeve does not significantly alter this behavior 
since the sleeve thickness is around 0.5mm, and with a thermal expansion coefficient of 
9x10-5 /°C for Delrin AF this amounts to less than three microns of expansion at a 60° 
temperature increase.  Behavior of the camera when it experiences a temperature drop is 
not a concern because the camera generates its own heat. 
 
 
Figure 49. Cross sectional view of AWARE-10 micro-camera focal mechanism. 
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A possible issue that can arise with the mismatch in thermal behavior between 
the sleeve and the barrel is deformation of the barrel inner bore over time.  When a 
temperature increase is experienced by the assembly, the sleeve tends to want to expand 
more than the aluminum barrel will allow.  If the temperature increase is large enough, 
this can create stresses that approach the yield strength of the aluminum.  If the micro-
cameras are cycled through large variations in temperature repeatedly causing fatigue in 
the aluminum, over time the press fit between the sleeve and the barrel could loosen up 
and eventually cause the sleeve to detach from the barrel.  However, this will most likely 
not be the limiting factor in camera lifetime since the temperature swings required are 
beyond the operating temperature of the sensors. 
5.7. Summary 
AWARE-10 incorporates several design improvements that address limitations 
of previous AWARE systems.  The new focal mechanism design is simpler in terms of 
manufacturability and implementation and offers a more structurally robust micro-
camera.  The harness mechanism allows us to install and remove any micro-camera from 
the dome with ease.  Along with a more forgiving optical design and the use of glass 
elements, alignment and verification strategies have been developed to insure the 
optical performance is adequate.  AWARE-10 will most likely be the last system built 
before commercial cameras are developed. 
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6. Alignment Techniques and Assembly 
Methods 
Several strategies and tools were developed in order to facilitate the assembly 
and alignment of the AWARE cameras.  Implementations of these various procedures 
were alluded to in previous sections and this section serves as a reference summarizing 
the details. 
6.1. AWARE-2 Bushing Alignment 
In each AWARE-2 micro-camera, a sensor module with a set of pin/dogbone 
bushings (Figure 17b) is mated to an optics barrel with corresponding pins (Figure 17a) 
as described in 3.2 Micro-Camera Design.  The lateral and rotational orientation of the 
sensor face relative to the barrel is fully determined by the position of these bushings. 
The bushings were actively aligned to the sensor so that when mated to the 
barrel the center of the active area of the sensor lines up with the axis of the barrel.  The 
schematic for this method is illustrated in Figure 50.   
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Figure 50. Steps for aligning AWARE-2 bushings on sensor. a) Align bushings relative 
to a known shadow mask. b) Illuminate mask to cast shadow on sensor. c) Move 
sensor into position and power on to capture shadow position.  Adjust position and 
angle until mask pattern is aligned with predetermined position. d) Photo of actual 
setup. 
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A shadow mask is back-illuminated and projects a pattern on the sensor face.  
The shadow mask is held in a jig that holds the bushings in a known position relative to 
the mask pattern.  Alignment of the sensor to the bushings is performed by powering up 
the sensor and adjusting the lateral and rotational position until the mask pattern is in 
the proper position.  Figure 51 shows a sample screen capture of this step.  Once they are 
in place, the bushings are bonded to the sensor head with UV cure epoxy. 
 
 
Figure 51. Screen capture of shadow on sensor.  Inset shows close up of lower right 
corner and difference between ideal mask pattern (dark gray) and actual mask pattern 
(light gray). 
 
This process consistently aligned the sensors to within 50µm of the barrel axis 
and alignment times were reduced to ~10 minutes per sensor after process optimization.  
However, one major drawback of this method is the assumption that the optical axis 
lines up with the barrel axis.  We found that this was not always the case for AWARE-2. 
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6.2. Flat Field Measurements of Sensor Centration 
As mentioned in 4.3.1 Micro-Camera Assembly, increasing the overlap regions 
between micro-cameras allowed us to replace active centration of the sensor with a 
passive method.  A technique for measuring the centration of a micro-camera sensor is 
illustrated in Figure 52a. 
 
 
Figure 52. Micro-camera sensor centration verification. (a) Schematic of test jig for 
measuring sensor centration and optical performance of micro-camera. (b) Example of 
a typical flat field measurement used for centration measurement.  Black lines 
indicate sensor center and thinner red lines indicate the flat field center. (c) Histogram 
of sensor decenter in y direction for AWARE-2 Retrofit camera. 
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A precision machined jig was designed which can hold the micro-camera and 
illuminate the clear aperture with a diffuse light source.  The jig can also place the micro-
camera at the proper distance from a slanted edge chart placed at the finite conjugate 
which allows us to measure the micro-camera’s full field optical performance without 
using the objective lens [25].  When illuminated by a diffuse light source, an under-filled 
flat field image, like the one shown in Figure 52b, is projected onto the sensor.  By fitting 
a circle to the outline of this flat field measurement, the difference between the center of 
the optical axis and that of the sensor can be measured.  Figure 52c shows a sample 
histogram of the y-direction decenter values for 98 micro-cameras built for the Retrofit 
system.  Only the y decenter requires attention since, as shown in Figure 52b, typical 
decenter along the x-direction would not result in a loss of image.  The histogram 
indicates that we can expect a 50µm y decenter as a typical value when the sensor and 
optics are passively aligned.  This type of decenter should be more than enough to 
prevent gaps in the final image. 
6.3. AWARE-10 Objective Lens Alignment Verification 
As mentioned in 5.4. Objective Lens Mount, multiscale design requires that the 
objective lens be accurately aligned along several optical axes corresponding to each 
micro-camera in order to maintain consistent performance across the field.  This means 
that the COC of the objective lens and the COC of the dome must be coincident within 
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the tolerances specified in Table 4.  Although the features in the dome which align the 
micro-cameras can be fabricated very accurately, as is the case with any machining 
operation fabrication tolerances result in small discrepancies between machined and 
nominal dimensions.  Figure 53 shows a cross-sectional view of the AWARE-10 dome 
and its assembly to the objective lens.  The maximum cumulative error arising from the 
machining tolerances of the mechanical components comprising the dome, cover plate, 
and objective lens flange places the COC of the objective lens to within 120µm of the 
dome’s COC.   
 
 
Figure 53. Cross sectional view of AWARE-10 objective lens to dome assembly. 
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Commercially available tools exist for measuring the alignment of an optical 
element, such as the Point Source Microscope (PSM) [26], measuring deviations in total 
indicated runout (TIR) obtained through rotation of the optical element [27, 28], and 
alignment telescopes.  However, the physical constraints of the AWARE design prohibit 
the direct application of most of these metrology tools.  Figure 53 highlights some of 
these constraints.  The relatively long distance from the outside of the dome to the COC 
of the objective and the small diameter of the counter-bore micro-camera holes prevent 
the use of a higher numerical aperture (NA) tool like the PSM.  Furthermore, the lack of 
a single optical axis prohibits the use of most lens centering tools.  Unfortunately, the 
fact that the dome obstructs easy access to the Gigagon is unavoidable since the dome is 
what the objective lens must be aligned to.  Instead, by using a low NA auto-stigmatic 
microscope (ASM) [29] and utilizing the dome as a measurement fixture, we can 
triangulate the position of the objective lens.  This technique was implemented to verify 
the AWARE-10 objective position and is described in the following sections. 
6.3.1. ASM Design 
The basic operation of the ASM is illustrated in Figure 54.  A 658nm laser diode 
acts as a point source and is focused by a lens with focal length f to the COC of the 
objective lens.  This probe beam reflects off the front surface of the objective lens, is 
focused a second time by the ASM lens, and is imaged onto a sensor.  Translations of the 
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objective lens in the transverse direction (Δy) result in an angular displacement (α) of the 
retro-reflected signal as shown in Figure 54b. 
 
 
Figure 54. ASM schematic. a) Illustration of marginal ray paths at zero misalignment. 
b) Displacement of chief ray of signal when objective lens is translated. 
 
 
Small lateral translations of the objective lens result in α values that are linearly 
related to Δy, according to: 
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Equation 6 
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Equation 6 is a result of approximating the spherical surface of the objective as a 
parabolic surface, which is a common approximation when operating in the paraxial 
regime. 
Using a paraxial matrix analysis to describe the optical system [30], the 
displacement of the focused signal on the sensor (ys) can be expressed as a function of 
Δy.  The matrix analysis starts from the first reflection point at the objective lens using 
the α value expressed by Equation 6 as the initial slope and goes through two free space 
propagations with a thin lens with focal length f in between.  This propagation is 
summarized as: 
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The final expression for ys is: 
 
Equation 8 
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where d0 is a function of d1 and f described by the well-known Gaussian Lens Formula.  
Using the mechanical dimensions of AWARE-10 gives values of d1 = 206mm and R = 
64.8mm.  Measurement sensitivity (S) is defined as the absolute ratio between ys and Δy 
and is given by: 
 
Equation 9 
  |
  
  
|. 
 
The AWARE-10 sub-assembly tolerances from Table 4 indicate that acceptable 
images are obtained when the objective lens is within 200µm of nominal position.  Since 
the pixel pitch of the Lumenera (Ottawa, Ontario) sensor used in the ASM is 5.2µm, a 
lens with focal length of f ≈ 70mm will provide an acceptable S value of ~1.  This 
provides sufficient accuracy for adequate alignment of the objective lens.  
Cost and fabrication time can be greatly reduced through the use of OTS 
components.  Figure 55 shows the as built ASM with all components listed.  The 50/50 
beam splitter, iris, 1-inch diameter (SM1) lens tubes, XY translation mount, and Z 
translation mounts are OTS parts available from ThorLabs (Newton, NJ).  The sensor is a 
kit camera from Lumenera as mentioned previously.  The dome adapter is the part that 
is inserted into the dome hole and sits on the micro-camera seat to position the ASM.  
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The dome adapter is not a stock piece and requires custom machining.  A 70mm 
achromatic doublet was not a standard part, but a 75mm lens is an acceptable OTS 
option.  This has the impact of slightly increasing d0 to d0 = 118mm in the matrix analysis, 
which increases the sensitivity to S = 1.14. 
 
 
Figure 55. ASM design. a) A SolidWorks drawing of the ASM.  Note lens tube has 
been cross-sectioned to show lens position. b) Photograph of actual ASM. 
 
A Zemax model was built to simulate the complete system and confirm the 
validity of the paraxial assumption before final component selection.  The probe beam 
was modeled with an NA of 0.016 to account for the aperture introduced by the dome 
adapter.  Figure 56 shows a plot of ys versus Δy for this Zemax model.  The results show 
that in the regime of small objective displacements, ys does indeed behave as a linear 
function of Δy with a sensitivity value of S = 1.13.  This agrees well with the paraxial 
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chief ray model derived above.  The diffraction limited spot diameter of the return signal 
is ~30µm. 
 
 
Figure 56. Plot of ys versus Δy in ASM Zemax model. 
 
The sensitivity of the system with respect to axial misalignment of the ASM can 
be calculated by adding a slight perturbation to either d0 or d1 in Equation 8.  The 
perturbed d value can be expressed as: 
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Equation 10 
    . 
 
When d0 is perturbed in Equation 8, ys is expressed as: 
 
Equation 11 
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and when d1 is perturbed, ys is expressed as: 
 
Equation 12 
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An axial misalignment of Δd=400µm to either value results in a change in sensitivity of 
less than one percent and can effectively be ignored.  This result was confirmed with 
Zemax simulations.  As predicted, this system is well suited for lateral displacement 
measurements but is relatively insensitive to axial misalignments. 
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6.3.2. Triangulation Method 
When the ASM is inserted into a hole in the dome to take a measurement (Figure 
57a), the COC of the objective is determined to lie somewhere along a line parallel to the 
axis of the ASM but offset by the amount measured.   
 
 
Figure 57. COC measurement procedure. a) Illustration of insertion of ASM into 
dome for measurement. b) Vector description of a pair of skew lines. 
 
Due to machining precision, each machined hole has some deviation from nominal.  If 
the dome holes were perfectly aimed so that their axes all intersected at one point in 
space, then only two measurements would be required to triangulate the position of the 
objective.  However, due to the pointing errors induced by machining, these skew lines 
are unlikely to intersect and a simple triangulation method is insufficient.  By taking 
several measurements from various angles and utilizing a simple statistical analysis of 
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the proximal points of the resulting skew lines, a best estimate of the COC position can 
be determined. 
Each skew line is described by two vectors, a position vector ( ⃗ and  ⃗) and a 
direction vector ( ⃗ and  ⃗), as shown in Figure 57b.  The proximal points between two 
skew lines are connected by a normal vector  ⃗ perpendicular to both lines.   ⃗ is 
determined by cross multiplying the two direction vectors.  The relationship between 
these vectors is given by: 
 
Equation 13 
 ⃗    ⃗    ⃗   ⃗    ⃗. 
 
The proximal points can be calculated by solving for s, t, and p in Equation 13.  
After a set of measurements were taken, the proximal points for every possible pair of 
skew lines were calculated and the mean value of all these points was taken as an 
estimate for the COC. 
6.3.3. Calibration 
Before the ASM could be used to take measurements it required some calibration 
steps.  The first step was to align the focus of the probe beam to lie on the axis of the 
dome adapter.  This was achieved by spinning the ASM on a precision v-block and 
adjusting the lateral position of the laser diode until the focused spot on the sensor 
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placed at the nominal COC position did not move with rotation (Figure 58).  A plastic 
rapid prototyped clamp was used to hold the ASM barrel against the v-block with 
minimal friction.  The sensor arm was removed to make this rotation easier. 
 
 
Figure 58. First calibration step of ASM.  Centering the probe beam. 
 
The second calibration step is illustrated in Figure 59a, where the return spot is 
calibrated by attaching the sensor arm and placing a diffuse surface at the COC location.  
The spot on the diffuse surface is then imaged by the sensor arm of the ASM.  The 
centroid of this image is set as the nominal zero position of the objective lens.  The 
centroid is calculated by first filtering out intensities below a certain threshold (50% of 
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maximum in this case) and calculating the center of mass of the resulting image.  An 
example of a typical return signal from the diffuse surface is shown in Figure 59b. 
 
 
Figure 59. Second calibration step of ASM. a) Physical setup. b) Return spot example. 
 
The third and final calibration step is illustrated in Figure 60a.  The ASM was 
placed on a three-axis translation stage and positioned relative to the objective lens so 
that the signal is at the zero position.  The ASM was then translated to simulate 
decenters of up to 400µm in 10µm increments.  A sample measurement at ys = 40µm is 
shown in Figure 60b.   
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Figure 60. Third calibration step of ASM. a) Physical setup. b) Sample return spot. 
 
The results of this calibration step are shown in Figure 61a.  The measured 
sensitivity S is around 1.12, which is in good agreement with the Zemax model.  The 
slight difference in sensitivity from the Zemax model can be explained by deviations in 
d0 and d1 due to mechanical mounting.  Matching the exact predicted sensitivity is not 
important as long as the system is calibrated and the actual sensitivity is known.  The 
residuals between the data and the linear fit (Figure 61b) are 3µm or less.  This means 
the simple centroid locating algorithm used can detect sub-pixel shifts in the return spot. 
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Figure 61. a) Measurement of ASM sensitivity. b) Residuals between measured signal 
and linear fit. 
 
6.3.4. Measurement Procedure and Results 
When taking measurements with the ASM, the measurement points need to be 
distributed along the dome such that enough data points are taken to average out 
pointing deviations while keeping the angles between measurements large enough to 
minimize the chance of getting unreasonable estimation errors that can arise from 
shallow angle triangulation.  The measurement distribution used to locate the objective 
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lens in AWARE-10 is illustrated in Figure 62.  Measurements were taken from 13 holes 
spread out in approximately three concentric rings about the Z-axis.  This distribution 
was used due to its relatively consistent spacing between measurement points, but 
optimization beyond this was not attempted and could be an interesting area for future 
investigation. 
 
 
Figure 62. Red circles indicate ASM measurement distribution for AWARE-10. 
  
Oblique measurements produced a measurement that consisted of a pair of 
symmetric return spots separated by a distance that increased with the measurement 
angle relative to the Z-axis.  An example of this separation is shown in Figure 63.  This 
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separation can be explained by non-concentricity between the surfaces of the objective 
lens.  The reflected signals from the front and back surfaces of the objective lens should 
nominally be coincident on the sensor, but factors like the epoxy between glass layers 
and grinding tolerances can account for this non-concentricity.  Using the same centroid 
locating algorithm as before naturally gives the position halfway between the two spots 
to be the effective measurement position. 
 
 
Figure 63. Separation of reflections from objective lens surfaces at oblique angles 
from Z-axis.  Green circle represents zero position and red ‘x’ represents the averaged 
centroid position. 
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Two different methods of measurement were investigated.  In the first method, 
called “instantaneous measurement”, the ASM was pressed flat against the seat inside 
each hole as stably as possible.  One image was taken per hole and used as the measured 
position of the objective lens.  The results of a set of instantaneous measurements are 
shown in Figure 64. 
 
 
Figure 64. Instantaneous measurement of AWARE-10 COC position, as indicated by 
intersection of black standard deviation bars. 
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The second method used, called “average measurement”, consisted of randomly 
shifting the ASM around laterally (Figure 65) over several exposures for each 
measurement to get an effective center.  The average measurement method minimizes 
the pointing errors caused by the inherent play that exists between the hole and the 
ASM barrel.  The extent of the play between the two components can be measured by 
taking several images while moving the ASM.   
 
Figure 65. Moving the ASM in an average measurement to map the extent of play 
between it and the dome. 
 
These images are then combined using a maximum comparison method where 
the image intensities are compared and only the highest value is retained per pixel.  This 
type of composite image does not bias the centroid algorithm toward a side where more 
measurements happened to be taken.  The results of a set of average measurements are 
shown in Figure 66.  Twenty images were taken per measurement location and 
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combined using the maximum comparison method.  The centroid of this resultant image 
was calculated using the centroid locating algorithm and used as the effective position 
for the skew line analysis. 
Comparing the two methods, the COC positions are in good agreement for both 
and are within the sub-assembly tolerances required, but the standard deviation of the 
average measurement is significantly better.  The standard deviation of the data is a 
measure of the amount of random deviations in the position and pointing of the ASM 
due to machining tolerances and improper seating.  By reducing the error due to 
improper seating, we would expect the average measurement to have less variation in 
the measurements, which is clearly the case.   
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Figure 66. Average measurement of AWARE-10 COC position. 
 
The standard deviation of the proximal points is largest in the Z direction.  This too is 
expected since measurements were only taken on one side of the Z-axis, similar to how 
axial resolution is typically lower than lateral resolution in traditional stigmatic imaging 
systems.  These results indicate that the average measurement method is the preferred 
method for all future measurements. 
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 The results of the ASM measurements confirm the validity of passive alignment 
of the objective lens for AWARE-10.  It would be a trivial matter to change the lens and 
dome adapter for application into future AWARE systems. 
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7. Conclusion 
The progress made by the semiconductor industry in the past half century has 
led to significant advancements in all areas of computational analysis.  While the 
processing power of electronic devices has increased exponentially, cost and size have 
experienced an equally dramatic drop.  This has enabled the realization of numerous 
ideas in computational imaging with our AWARE system being a perfect example.  
Without the availability of affordable, OTS electronic FPA’s and the hardware necessary 
to process the data, the multiscale optical design could not be practically implemented.  
We have also seen from the mechanical designs in this dissertation that electronic 
packages with extremely tight form factors were necessary in order to accommodate the 
tightly packed optical design. 
This document details the evolution of the first attempt to build a multiscale, 
gigapixel camera and its optomechanical system design.  Chapters 1 and 2 introduced 
the multiscale concept and motivations for its implementation.  In Chapter 3 we 
addressed the basic challenges that must be overcome in order to make a functional 
prototype by describing our first attempt to build one.  Chapter 4 offered suggestions on 
improving and optimizing the original design.  In Chapter 5 we described the latest 
AWARE system which represents the culmination of everything we have learned so far.  
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Chapter 6 serves as a reference for the techniques we have developed throughout the 
process to aid in assembly and alignment of the various components. 
It is the hope of the author that this dissertation serves as a foundation upon 
which future development of the multiscale systems will be based.  Currently, to the 
best of my knowledge, the multiscale approach is the only scalable method to realize 
practical, gigapixel imaging systems with resolutions beyond a few gigapixels.  Beyond 
unprecedented high pixel counts, the multiscale approach offers several benefits for sub-
gigapixel imaging with applications in surveillance, scientific instrumentation, and other 
areas yet to be discovered.  The progress we have made so far is just the beginning and 
exciting developments are sure to follow in the near term future. 
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Appendix A – VBA Automation of Dome 
Generation 
The packing distribution of the AWARE-10 dome was generated in Matlab.  The 
location coordinates are defined in Figure 67.  Figure 67a shows the convention for 
locating the center of the micro-camera seat in spherical coordinates.  Figure 67b shows 
how the location of the clocking pin is defined. 
 
 
Figure 67. Coordinate definition. a) Angular coordinates for center of micro-camera 
seat. b) Angular position of clocking pin. 
 
These angular coordinates were converted into Cartesian coordinates hx ,hy, and hz for 
the seat center and ax, ay, and az for the center of the clocking pin projected onto the seat 
plane (Figure 68). 
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Figure 68. Definition of hole features in AWARE-10 dome. 
 
These coordinates were read into a SolidWorks VBA macro and the hole profile 
shown in Figure 68 was generated for each set of coordinates.  The implementation of 
the feature generation in SolidWorks to create each counter-bore hole is illustrated in 
Figure 69 and is as follows: 
1. Revolve a properly dimensioned shell for the dome base.  
2. Draw a 3DSketch line from the origin (0, 0, 0) to (hx ,hy, hz). 
3. Create a reference plane normal to this line that intersects (hx ,hy, hz). 
4. Extrude cut holes corresponding to R1, R2, R3, and R4. 
5. Draw a 3dSketch point at (ax ,ay, az). 
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6. Use this point to project an Extrude cut corresponding to the clocking pin 
hole. 
7. Repeat steps 2 through 6 for all micro-cameras. 
 
 
Figure 69. SolidWorks features used to generate holes in dome. 
 
The VBA macro used to perform this automation is listed below.  Occasional 
failures to select features result in the program returning an error which can be resolved 
by shifting the view of the solid model. 
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CODE: 
 
' ****************************************************************************** 
' C:\Users\Hui\AppData\Local\Temp\swx3516\Macro1.swb - macro recorded on 
04/05/12 by Hui 
' ****************************************************************************** 
Option Explicit 
Dim swApp As Object 
 
Dim Part As Object 
Dim boolstatus As Boolean 
 
' My variable initializations 
Dim i As Integer    'Counter 
Dim N As Integer    'Number of holes in dome 
Dim coords(1 To 6), pointlist() As Double  'Coordinates of each hole in meters 
Dim filename As String      'Filename of text file that contains coordinates 
 
' Dimensions of Hole 
Dim R1, R2, R3, R4, h, t, r, d As Double 
 
Sub main() 
 
' Set dimensons of Holes (in meters) 
R1 = 5.372 / 1000 
R2 = 5.72 / 1000 
R3 = 6.402 / 1000 
R4 = 6.102 / 1000 
h = 5.9 / 1000 
t = 1.1 / 1000 
' Set dimensons of alignment holes (in meters) 
r = 0.5 / 1000 
 
Set swApp = _ 
Application.SldWorks 
Set Part = swApp.ActiveDoc 
 
filename = "C:\Users\Hui\Desktop\Hui\Research\MOSAIC\Dome\AWARE10\3-19-
12_New_Packing_strat_v5\Solidworks_Macro\coords.cor" 
Open filename For Input As #1 
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For i = 1 To 6 
Input #1, N 'read in number of holes 
Next 
ReDim pointlist(1 To N, 1 To 6) As Double 
 
' Solidworks implementations 
Dim skPoint As Object 
Dim skSegment As Object 
Dim myRefPlane As Object 
Dim myFeature As Object 
 
' Generate coordinate array 
For i = 1 To N 
     
    Input #1, pointlist(i, 1) ' x coord of hole 
    Input #1, pointlist(i, 2) ' y coord of hole 
    Input #1, pointlist(i, 3) ' z coord of hole 
    Input #1, pointlist(i, 4) ' x coord of alignment hole 
    Input #1, pointlist(i, 5) ' y coord of alignment hole 
    Input #1, pointlist(i, 6) ' z coord of alignment hole 
     
Next 
 
' create a hole at each coordinate 
 
For i = 1 To 1 
    
    coords(1) = pointlist(i, 1) 
    coords(2) = pointlist(i, 2) 
    coords(3) = pointlist(i, 3) 
    coords(4) = pointlist(i, 4) 
    coords(5) = pointlist(i, 5) 
    coords(6) = pointlist(i, 6) 
         
    ' Debug.Print coords(1) & "," & coords(2) & "," & coords(3) 
 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
     
    ' Create point and line for plane of hole cut 
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    Part.SketchManager.Insert3DSketch True 
    Set skPoint = Part.SketchManager.CreatePoint(coords(1), coords(2), coords(3)) 
    Set skSegment = Part.SketchManager.CreateLine(0#, 0#, 0#, coords(1), coords(2), 
coords(3)) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
     
    ' Select point and line 
    boolstatus = Part.Extension.SelectByID2("", "EXTSKETCHPOINT", coords(1), 
coords(2), coords(3), False, 0, Nothing, 0) 
    boolstatus = Part.Extension.SelectByID2("", "EXTSKETCHSEGMENT", coords(1), 
coords(2), coords(3), True, 1, Nothing, 1) 
     
    ' Create plane for hole cut 
    Set myRefPlane = Part.FeatureManager.InsertRefPlane(4, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
  
    ' Hide sketch 
    boolstatus = Part.Extension.SelectByID2("", "EXTSKETCHPOINT", coords(1), 
coords(2), coords(3), False, 0, Nothing, 0) 
    Part.BlankSketch 
   
    ' Cut R1 
    myRefPlane.Select False 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Set skSegment = Part.SketchManager.CreateCircle(0#, 0#, 0#, R1, 0#, 0#) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    skSegment.Select False 
    Set myFeature = Part.FeatureManager.FeatureCut3(True, False, False, 0, 0, 0.1, 0.1, 
False, False, False, False, 0.26179938779915, 0.26179938779915, False, False, False, False, 
False, True, True, True, True, False, 0, 0, False) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
 
    ' Cut R2 
    myRefPlane.Select False 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
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    Set skSegment = Part.SketchManager.CreateCircle(0#, 0#, 0#, R2, 0#, 0#) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    skSegment.Select False 
    Set myFeature = Part.FeatureManager.FeatureCut3(True, False, True, 1, 0, 0.1, 0.1, 
False, False, False, False, 0.26179938779915, 0.26179938779915, False, False, False, False, 
False, True, True, True, True, False, 0, 0, False) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
     
    ' Cut R3 
    myRefPlane.Select False 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Set skSegment = Part.SketchManager.CreateCircle(0#, 0#, 0#, R3, 0#, 0#) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    skSegment.Select False 
    Set myFeature = Part.FeatureManager.FeatureCut3(True, False, False, 0, 0, t, t, False, 
False, False, False, 0.26179938779915, 0.26179938779915, False, False, False, False, False, 
True, True, True, True, False, 3, t + h, False) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
      
    ' Cut R4 
    myRefPlane.Select False 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Set skSegment = Part.SketchManager.CreateCircle(0#, 0#, 0#, R4, 0#, 0#) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    skSegment.Select False 
    Set myFeature = Part.FeatureManager.FeatureCut3(True, False, True, 1, 0, t, t, False, 
False, False, False, 0.26179938779915, 0.26179938779915, False, False, False, False, False, 
True, True, True, True, False, 3, t + h, False) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
      
     ' Cut alignment hole 
    Part.SketchManager.Insert3DSketch True 
    Set skPoint = Part.SketchManager.CreatePoint(coords(4), coords(5), coords(6)) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
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    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
     
    myRefPlane.Select False 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Set skSegment = Part.SketchManager.CreateCircle(1#, 0#, 0#, 1# + r, 0#, 0#) 
    boolstatus = Part.Extension.SelectByID2("", "EXTSKETCHPOINT", coords(4), 
coords(5), coords(6), True, 1, Nothing, 1) 
    Part.SketchAddConstraints "sgCONCENTRIC" 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
    Part.SketchManager.InsertSketch True 
    skSegment.Select False 
    Set myFeature = Part.FeatureManager.FeatureCut3(True, False, True, 1, 1, d, d, False, 
False, False, False, 0.26179938779915, 0.26179938779915, False, False, False, False, False, 
True, True, True, True, False, 3, h, False) 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
 
    boolstatus = Part.Extension.SelectByID2("", "EXTSKETCHPOINT", coords(4), 
coords(5), coords(6), True, 1, Nothing, 1) 
    Part.BlankSketch 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
     
    myRefPlane.Select False 
    Part.BlankRefGeom 
    Part.ClearSelection2 True 
 
Next 
 
Close #1 
 
End Sub 
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